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THE SEVEN DIRTY WORDS YOU SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO SAY ON TELEVISION

I. INTRODUCTION

Shit, piss, fuck, cunt, cocksucker, motherfucker, and tits.¹

For any American who has turned on his or her television since 1978 and tuned into one of the traditional broadcast networks—ABC, NBC, CBS, or Fox—these seven words have been conspicuously absent from broadcasting. Confusingly, with a flip of the remote over to a premium cable television station, these seven words may all occur in quick succession on one television show.² When one of them does happen to make it to air on a broadcast network, it often becomes the source of an astronomical fine from the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) and years of litigation between the network and the federal government.³

A recent case resulted in a huge victory for broadcasters. In the 2012 holding of FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., the Supreme Court required the FCC to eliminate its existing policy on how it regulated indecent content on the broadcast networks.⁴ The Court found the policy unconstitutionally vague because it did not put broadcasters on notice about what types of content were prohibited on television.⁵ This holding left the FCC with a gaping hole, but also an enormous opportunity. For a body that often struggles to keep up with the ever-changing entertainment industry,⁶ the FCC now has the chance to rewrite its indecency policy and bring the law into the twenty-first century. Since the 2012 ruling, the FCC has sought guidance from lawmakers, content creators, private interest

4. FOX II, 132 S. Ct. at 2320.
5. Id. at 2317–18.
6. HISTORICALLY SPEAKING, WHEN FACED WITH A CHANGE IN THE TELEVISION BUSINESS, THE FCC HAS REACTED IN A PREDICTABLE FASHION. FIRST THE AGENCY IGNORES THE CHANGE; THEN, IT TRIES TO PROTECT THE STATUS QUO; AND FINALLY, WITH A CERTAIN DEGREE OF PUBLIC AND CONGRESSIONAL PRODDING, IT INCORPORATES THE CHANGES INTO A NEW STATUS QUO.
groups, and average citizens on what this new policy should be. They have yet to issue a new regulation.\footnote{See discussion infra Part II.D.}

An important reason the FCC has yet to act may be that the existing regulatory framework for indecent content on television has grown obsolete.\footnote{See discussion infra Part III.} The federal government’s ability to regulate the broadcast airwaves is based on the idea that the airwaves are a scarce resource—an idea that led to the creation of something known as the scarcity doctrine.\footnote{See discussion infra Part II.B.2.} However, after the advent of cable and the digital transition, many see opportunities to access the airwaves as plentiful, not scarce.\footnote{See discussion infra Part II.B.5.} Part of the Court’s holding in \textit{Fox II} was that the government does still have the power to regulate the broadcast networks.\footnote{See discussion infra Part III.} However, it would be wise for the FCC to think about television in a more modern context when making its new regulations.\footnote{See discussion infra Part V.}

The American government need only look across the pond for guidance on how to structure a modern regulatory scheme for indecent content on television.\footnote{See discussion infra Part IV. It should not look too far over the pond though, or at least not as far as Russia. In 2014, the Kremlin banned swearing in the arts; violators can be fined up to the equivalent of $1400 for using “the words khuy (cock), pizda (cunt), yebat (to fuck) and blyad (whore).” Maryam Omidi, \textit{WTF? Russia Bans Swearing in the Arts}, \textit{GUARDIAN} (Jul. 14, 2014, 4:42 A.M.), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/01/russia-bans-swearing-arts?CMP=twt_gu.} In the 2003 Communications Act, the United Kingdom empowered its Office of Communications, the U.K. equivalent of the FCC, to create a strong and coherent Broadcasting Code to take U.K. television regulation into the modern era.\footnote{See discussion infra Part IV.} The code it promulgated is a happy medium that can satisfy all interested parties, which would be an excellent model to emulate in the United States.\footnote{See discussion infra Part IV.} The U.K. Broadcasting Code appeals to parents because it sets limits about content during the hours when children are most likely to be watching.\footnote{Kanye West may have said it best on \textit{Late Night}: “If you go to Europe, there’s nudity on TV.” \textit{Late Night with Seth Meyers: February 25, 2013} (NBC television broadcast Feb. 25, 2013).} Yet, its flexible regulations on content also appeal to broadcasters who want to push the envelope.\footnote{See discussion infra Part V.} And, it regulates all networks equally, which appeals to all parties because there is only one set of rules to follow.\footnote{See discussion infra Part IV.} Creating a
regulatory model like this for the United States would be a vast improvement over its current model with its different rules for different types of broadcasting.\textsuperscript{19} A new U.S. model that mimics the U.K. Broadcasting Code would be much clearer than the old FCC policy and would much more likely survive a potential vagueness analysis by the Court in the future.\textsuperscript{20}

Part II of this Note examines the development of the American television industry and the indecency laws that govern it. Part III discusses why this model of indecency regulation has grown obsolete as television technology advances. Part IV takes an in-depth look at the U.K. model and the indecency laws that arose out of the 2003 Communications Act. Finally, Part V offers some suggestions on how the United States could implement some of the successful strategies being used by the United Kingdom to regulate indecent television content. The suggestions outlined in this Note advocate a cohesive scheme that will end the bifurcated regulatory system that has persisted despite a changing industry and culture.

II. THE AMERICAN MODEL

A. Development of the American Television Industry and Regulatory Model

The relationship between the public’s First Amendment rights and the government’s ability to regulate content put out over the airwaves has always been strained.\textsuperscript{21} The American television industry grew out of radio, both in content and in the way the government treated the industry’s use of the airwaves.\textsuperscript{22} Though the government wanted to foster competition in the television industry through the privatized affiliate system,\textsuperscript{23} it still wanted to have some oversight over the content that

\textsuperscript{19} See discussion infra Part V.
\textsuperscript{20} See discussion infra Part V.
\textsuperscript{21} See HERNAN GALPERIN, NEW TELEVISION, OLD POLITICS: THE TRANSITION TO DIGITAL TV IN THE UNITED STATES AND BRITAIN 58 (2004).
\textsuperscript{22} For a discussion on the early history of radio and the technological development of television in the United States, see David Hendy, Television’s Prehistory: Radio, in THE TELEVISION HISTORY BOOK, 4, 4–6 (Michele Hilmes & Jason Jacobs eds., 2003); Brian Winston, The Development of Television, in THE TELEVISION HISTORY BOOK, supra, at 9, 9–12.
\textsuperscript{23} BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 9. The privatized affiliate system refers to the ownership structure of individual television stations and how they are linked together through their network affiliations. Local television stations are either independently owned or owned by a station group, which then signs an affiliate agreement with a major broadcast network. It is very much a quid
television broadcasters were putting on air. The government controlled the broadcasting spectrum, and discovered that it could regulate the television networks through their access to the spectrum. The earliest form of regulation of television content in the U.S. was the Television Code, which resulted from a 1952 FCC opinion. The FCC action froze the number of licenses that would be granted to television networks that wanted to broadcast in the VHF spectrum, creating practical monopolies for CBS, NBC, and ABC, which were the only three networks broadcasting in VHF at the time. In exchange for this license freeze, the networks allowed the FCC to have oversight over the content that was being put to air. This was the first instance in which the FCC’s regulation of television content was tied to the physical broadcasting spectrum, and this regulatory model, sometimes referred to as the public trustee model, has persisted into the present day.

24. GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 57–60.

25. The broadcasting spectrum refers to the type of radio waves that can be used to send programming out through television and radio. Id. at 47. The analog spectrum had two types of waves—Very High Frequency (“VHF”) and Ultra High Frequency (“UHF”). Id. Traditionally, the broadcast networks used VHF waves for broadcast and the cable networks used UHF waves. Id. at 62–63. For a more in-depth technical explanation of the broadcasting spectrum, see id. at 43–52.

26. The federal government, through the FCC, controls the licenses granted to television networks to utilize certain frequencies within the spectrum so the spectrum does not get crowded. Id.


28. Id.

29. Id.

30. This connection between broadcaster spectrum access and government regulation of television content represents a very important compromise between the television networks’ First Amendment rights and their carrier obligations to the United States government and its citizens. GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 58.

31. Id. at 57 (referring to this model of regulation as the public trustee model). Though broadcasters are private companies, their obligations to the federal government make them a public trustee. Id. Under this model, if the broadcasters refuse to act in the public’s best interest, perhaps by putting content on television that the federal government does not approve of, the government has the power to suspend or revoke their access to the broadcasting spectrum. Id.

32. Cable television has been an important part of the American television industry for the past forty years. See BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 12. Nearly seventy percent of Americans with a television now have a cable package and watch the cable channels along with the traditional broadcast networks. Id.

Technically, cable television channels broadcast in the UHF spectrum, and the government controls cable networks’ access to the UHF spectrum the same way it regulates the broadcast networks’ access to the VHF spectrum. GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 63. There was some early discussion of the broadcast networks switching to the UHF frequency, but the process of converting from VHF to UHF would have been too cumbersome. Id. Older television sets could only pick up channels on the VHF frequency, but once cable channels were popularized, sets were made to pick up both types of waves. Id.
and the creation of the digital broadcasting spectrum have added new dimensions and challenges to the public trustee model and its applicability in the modern day. The tension between the ever-expanding broadcasting spectrum and the federal government’s continued desire to regulate indecent content on television is the core issue this Note seeks to address.

B. Case Law Involving Regulation of Content on Television

Much of the guidance on how the government can regulate television content comes from case law. There are five landmark Supreme Court cases in this area of the law that have shaped how the courts and the government have been able to control indecent content on television. Although some of the facts of these cases involve content broadcast over radio, their holdings hold true for television as well, as the FCC’s power to regulate the broadcast spectrum includes the airwaves for both radio and broadcast television.

1. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC

In the first major case that dealt with regulating broadcast media content, Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, the content being regulated was political, not indecent. At the time, an FCC regulation said that radio and television stations were required to give equal time to opposing sides on issues of public importance. When a radio station owned by the Red

33. After the spread of the Internet, the television networks began to use digital waves to broadcast their programming. Id. at 3–13. Digital television opens up the spectrum capacity for far more channels and types of programming. Id. at 10. The transition from analog broadcasting to digital broadcasting represents a huge opportunity for deregulation and change in the television industry. Id. at 276. The digital transition and what it means for government regulation of indecent content on television will be discussed in depth later in this Note. See discussion infra Part III.

34. See discussion infra Part III.

35. Radio was the first form of media to be broadcast over the public airwaves, so it was also the first form of media to be regulated by the FCC. Once television was invented, the government brought the new medium under the same regulatory scheme. See GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 57–65.


37. This FCC policy is commonly known as the fairness doctrine. Id. at 373. The regulation in question read:

(a) When, during the presentation of views on a controversial issue of public importance, an attack is made upon the honesty, character, integrity or like personal qualities of an identified person or group, the licensee shall, within a reasonable time and in no event later than 1 week after the attack, transmit to the person or group attacked (1) notification of the date, time and identification of the broadcast; (2) a script or tape (or an accurate summary if a script or tape is not available) of the attack; and (3) an offer of a reasonable opportunity to respond over the licensee’s facilities.

Id. at 373–74 (quoting 47 CFR §§ 73.123 (1969)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
Lion Broadcasting Company did a story on a book about Barry Goldwater written by Fred Cook, Cook requested reply time to clarify his position. The station refused, Cook sued. The station argued it was unconstitutional under the First Amendment for the FCC to regulate the type of content it put out and the time it had to devote to opposing political views.

The Court upheld the FCC’s regulation and ruled against the radio station. The Court accepted that the broadcast media fell within the purview of the First Amendment, but acknowledged that the novel characteristics of broadcast media allowed for greater regulation than print media. Because of the broadcasting spectrum’s unique position as a scarce resource, the Court said that the government had the ability to enact laws and regulations to insure that all Americans have the right to access it. This contention became known as the scarcity doctrine. Along with the government’s ability to grant licenses to radio and television stations, it was allowed to place certain restrictions on how those stations may deliver their product to the American people. One of those restrictions was the type of content that can be broadcast over the public airwaves, which has had enormous implications for all future cases. According to the Court, the right of the public to hear more than one position from their radio station outweighed the station’s freedom to broadcast the content it wanted. The Court placed the First Amendment rights of listeners and the public ahead of those of broadcasters, establishing an important power relationship that has been preserved in cases since Red Lion.

38. Id. at 371–72.
39. Id. at 372.
40. The broadcasters challenge the fairness doctrine and its specific manifestations in the personal attack and political editorial rules on conventional First Amendment grounds, alleging that the rules abridge their freedom of speech and press. Their contention is that the First Amendment protects their desire to use their allotted frequencies continuously to broadcast whatever they choose, and to exclude whomever they choose from ever using that frequency. No man may be prevented from saying or publishing what he thinks, or from refusing in his speech or other utterances to give equal weight to the views of his opponents. This right, they say, applies equally to broadcasters.

Id. at 386.
41. Id. at 400–01.
42. Id.
43. Id. at 387–89.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 389.
46. Id.
47. See discussion infra Parts II.B.2–5.
2. FCC v. Pacifica Foundation

_FCC v. Pacifica Foundation_ was the first case that specifically targeted the FCC’s ability to sanction radio and television stations for broadcasting indecent content.⁴⁹ In 1973, a father and his young son were in the car during the afternoon and flipped to a radio station owned by the Pacifica Foundation that was broadcasting George Carlin’s “Filthy Words” routine. The father was appalled by the language⁵⁰ used in the broadcast and complained to the FCC.⁵¹ The FCC took his complaint very seriously and used it as the catalyst for a new policy, which allowed it to sanction broadcasters for airing indecent material.⁵² Although it did not sanction the Pacifica Foundation outright, it issued a declaratory order in which it found that the language used was indecent⁵³ and warned that if there were further complaints about the “Filthy Words” broadcast, Pacifica could be

---

⁵⁰. See _CARLIN, supra_ note 1 and accompanying text.
⁵¹. _Pacifica_, 438 U.S. at 730.
⁵². The Court extensively discussed how the FCC arrived at its decision to prohibit the airing of indecent content. Justice Stevens wrote:

> In its memorandum opinion the Commission stated that it intended to “clarify the standards which will be utilized in considering” the growing number of complaints about indecent speech on the airwaves. Advancing several reasons for treating broadcast speech differently from other forms of expression, the Commission found a power to regulate indecent broadcasting in two statutes: 18 U.S.C. § 1464 (1976 ed.), which forbids the use of “any obscene, indecent, or profane language by means of radio communications,” and 47 U.S.C. § 303(g), which requires the Commission to “encourage the larger and more effective use of radio in the public interest.”

> The Commission characterized the language used in the Carlin monologue as “patently offensive,” though not necessarily obscene, and expressed the opinion that it should be regulated by principles analogous to those found in the law of nuisance where the “law generally speaks to _channeling_ behavior more than actually prohibiting it. . . . [T]he concept of ‘indecent’ is intimately connected with the exposure of children to language that describes, in terms patently offensive as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities and organs, at times of the day when there is a reasonable risk that children may be in the audience.”

> . . . The Commission issued another opinion in which it pointed out that it “never intended to place an absolute prohibition on the broadcast of this type of language, but rather sought to channel it to times of day when children most likely would not be exposed to it.”

_Pacifica_, 438 U.S. at 731–33 (emphasis added) (citations omitted).

---

⁵³. _The Commission concluded that certain words depicted sexual and excretory activities in a patently offensive manner, noted that they “were broadcast at a time when children were undoubtedly in the audience (i.e., in the early afternoon),” and that the prerecorded language, with these offensive words “repeated over and over,” was “deliberately broadcast.” In summary, the Commission stated: “We therefore hold that the language as broadcast was indecent and prohibited by 18 U.S.C. § 1464.”_  
_Id. at 732_ (citations omitted) (second alteration in original).
fined in the future.\textsuperscript{54} Pacifica fought the declaratory order\textsuperscript{55} and argued that the FCC’s new policy was tantamount to censorship and was forbidden under the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{56}

The case made it to the Supreme Court, and the Court upheld the FCC’s ability to limit indecent content on broadcast media like radio and television.\textsuperscript{57} It summarily dismissed Pacifica’s claim that the FCC restrictions were improper censorship and held that the FCC’s power to prohibit indecent content was within the purview of the First Amendment, following the holding in \textit{Red Lion}.\textsuperscript{58} Pacifica’s most enduring legacy is its last section, in which Justice Stevens discussed the reasons why the broadcast media are afforded less First Amendment protection than traditional print media.\textsuperscript{59} The first is the pervasiveness of television and radio;\textsuperscript{60} because television and radio have the opportunity to invade the home, a person’s right to be left alone in his own home should be emphasized over a broadcaster’s right to air content.\textsuperscript{61} The second is the accessibility of broadcast media by children;\textsuperscript{62} when young children who do not yet know how to read see a profane word in print media, it has no meaning to them—but hearing a swear word over the radio is much different because children learn through listening.\textsuperscript{63} Because the government’s interest to protect children outweighed a broadcaster’s right to air indecent content, the FCC’s ability to regulate content was upheld.\textsuperscript{64} These reasons echoed the key power relationship first established in \textit{Red Lion}: the rights of the public come before the rights of the broadcasters.\textsuperscript{65}

Justice Stevens closed the opinion by emphasizing the narrowness of the holding and reminding the FCC and broadcasters to consider the context of the content above all else.\textsuperscript{66} Despite this affirmation, the Court’s

\textsuperscript{54} Id. at 730.
\textsuperscript{55} See id. at 733.
\textsuperscript{56} Id. at 742.
\textsuperscript{57} Id. at 747–48.
\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 742–50.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 748–51.
\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 748–49.
\textsuperscript{61} Id.
\textsuperscript{62} Id. at 749–50.
\textsuperscript{63} Id.
\textsuperscript{64} Id.
\textsuperscript{65} Id.
\textsuperscript{66} It is appropriate, in conclusion, to emphasize the narrowness of our holding. This case does not involve a two-way radio conversation between a cab driver and a dispatcher, or a telecast of an Elizabethan comedy. We have not decided that an occasional expletive in either setting would justify any sanction or, indeed, that this broadcast would justify a criminal prosecution. The Commission’s decision rested entirely on a nuisance rationale under which
ruling in *Pacifica* created an entirely new class of content to be regulated by the government. In reality, indecent content is nearly impossible to define; it seems to exist in the gray area between the black of obscenity and the white of what is appropriate for air. The Court’s best attempt to define indecent content was: “patently offensive references to excretory and sexual organs and activities.” But that definition did not give any guidance as to what these references are. Not only that, but the Court was cavalier about the potentially chilling effects of prohibiting this type of content on air. The Court’s attitude of “we’re not quite sure what it is but the FCC can regulate it anyways” opened the door for the sanctioning of indecent content on broadcast television in the nearly thirty-five years that followed.


The distinction between cable and broadcast networks was made explicitly clear in *United States v. Playboy Entertainment Group, Inc.* *Playboy Entertainment Group* challenged a federal statute that required context is all-important. The concept requires consideration of a host of variables. The time of day was emphasized by the Commission. The content of the program in which the language is used will also affect the composition of the audience, and differences between radio, television, and perhaps closed-circuit transmissions, may also be relevant.

Id. at 750.


69. See id.; see also Chase, supra note 67, at 704–07; Fairman, supra note 67, at 574–82.

70. *Pacifica*, 438 U.S. at 743 (emphasis added) (citations omitted).


all television channels to scramble sexually explicit programming when children could potentially be watching.\textsuperscript{74} Playboy requested an injunction against the enforcement of the statute, and the case made it to the Supreme Court after the statute was struck down below.\textsuperscript{75} The Court found the federal statute to be a content-based restriction on speech for cable television companies, which was an untenable type of restriction.\textsuperscript{76} The Court reasoned that the government may have an imperative to protect children from exposure to indecency on television, but any laws or regulations it enacts to enforce that imperative must respect cable broadcasters’ First Amendment rights.\textsuperscript{77} Though \textit{Pacifica} and \textit{Playboy} essentially brought the same question before the Court,\textsuperscript{78} only the cable broadcasters emerged victorious.\textsuperscript{79} The Court’s differentiation of speech rights for broadcast networks versus cable networks was so strong that later cases have interpreted the \textit{Playboy} decision as holding that cable networks are not subject to the same regulations of indecent content as broadcast networks.\textsuperscript{80} While broadcast networks must not put indecent or obscene content on air, a cable network can air whatever content it chooses without being subject to government regulation, so long as the programming is not obscene.\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Playboy}, 529 U.S. at 806.
\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 807.
\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 827. In support of striking down the statute, the Court argued:

Basic speech principles are at stake in this case. When the purpose and design of a statute is to regulate speech by reason of its content, special consideration or latitude is not accorded to the Government merely because the law can somehow be described as a burden rather than outright suppression. We cannot be influenced, moreover, by the perception that the regulation in question is not a major one because the speech is not very important. The history of the law of free expression is one of vindication in cases involving speech that many citizens may find shabby, offensive, or even ugly. It follows that all content-based restrictions on speech must give us more than a moment’s pause. If television broadcasts can expose children to the real risk of harmful exposure to indecent materials, even in their own home and without parental consent, there is a problem the Government can address. It must do so, however, in a way consistent with First Amendment principles. Here the Government has not met the burden the First Amendment imposes.

The Government has failed to show that § 505 is the least restrictive means for addressing a real problem; and the District Court did not err in holding the statute violative of the First Amendment.

\textit{Id.} at 826–27.

\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{78} \textit{FCC v. Pacifica Found.}, 438 U.S. 726, 734 (1978); \textit{Playboy}, 529 U.S. at 811–12.
\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Playboy}, 529 U.S. at 826–27.
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{See infra} note 137 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{See id.}
4. Fox I

The first iteration of the Fox case came before the Supreme Court in 2009 and directly addressed the issue of fleeting expletives on broadcast television networks. Broadcast networks had generally not been sanctioned or fined in the past for airing fleeting instances of indecent language or nudity on their stations. When the broadcast networks were fined, it was generally for repetitive use of expletives or using expletives in their literal capacity to describe sexual or excretory functions. After several highly publicized instances of fleeting expletives, the FCC revised its policy and said that broadcast networks could be fined for fleeting, nonliteral expletives as well. The Fox case was a conglomeration of several broadcast networks appealing their fines for fleeting expletives, arguing that the FCC’s enforcement of this new regulation was arbitrary and capricious. The Court agreed and remanded to the lower court to determine whether the regulation itself was constitutional.

5. Fox II

When the Fox case returned to the Supreme Court in 2012, tensions were high. The FCC fought hard for its policy, which it argued was necessary to protect children from indecent content on broadcast media. Unfortunately for the FCC, its policy was ripped to shreds by the broadcast networks. The policy said that certain words were off limit, but certain networks were fined for these words and others were not. Fleeting instances of nudity were acceptable in some contexts but not others. Though the regulation required the FCC to consider each instance of fleeting expletives in context, it never clearly defined what context
meant.\textsuperscript{94} Because the policy was unclear and its enforcement arbitrary and capricious, the Court said, there was no way for the networks to know what content would be considered indecent and for what they could be fined.\textsuperscript{95} As such, the Court decided this regulation was unconstitutionally vague and did not provide broadcasters with sufficient notice.\textsuperscript{96} The Court upheld \textit{Red Lion} and \textit{Pacifica} and noted that the government imperative to protect children from indecency on the pervasive broadcast medium of network television is still important law.\textsuperscript{97} However, it found that the unconstitutional ills of this particular policy outweighed the benefits of that imperative.\textsuperscript{98} The Court reversed the networks’ fines and struck down the FCC’s indecency policy.\textsuperscript{99} The government still had the responsibility and the power to regulate indecent content on broadcast television, but it could not violate the Constitution in doing so.\textsuperscript{100}

\textbf{C. Indecency and the First Amendment}

As the above cases have illustrated, indecency on broadcast television occupies a murky gray area of the First Amendment, somewhere between protected speech and obscenity. What is clear is that obscenity is not protected speech (both on and off television),\textsuperscript{101} that indecent content is not the same as obscenity but can be restricted nonetheless,\textsuperscript{102} and that indecent content that would be impermissible on broadcast channels is permissible on cable television.\textsuperscript{103} Because the Supreme Court struck down the FCC’s indecency policy on unconstitutional vagueness grounds in \textit{Fox II}, it did not rule on the meritorious speech issue.\textsuperscript{104} However, the parties to the case addressed speech in their briefs, which provided valuable insights on this subject.\textsuperscript{105} Unsurprisingly, the FCC argued that indecent content on broadcast television was not protected under the First Amendment and that the precedent set by \textit{Red Lion} and \textit{Pacifica} allowed

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{94} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{95} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{96} Id. at 2320.
  \item \textsuperscript{97} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{98} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{99} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{100} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{101} Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 36 (1973).
  \item \textsuperscript{102} See FCC v. Pacifica Found., 438 U.S. 726, 738 (1978).
  \item \textsuperscript{103} United States v. Playboy Entm’t Grp., Inc., 529 U.S. 803, 815 (2000).
  \item \textsuperscript{104} See \textit{Fox II}, 132 S. Ct. at 2320.
  \item \textsuperscript{105} See infra note 107.
\end{itemize}
for continued regulation of this type of speech. The broadcast networks submitted several briefs, and all argued for some variation of the constitutional protection of indecent content on television. One of the better arguments made by the networks was that the FCC did not adequately explain that the indecent content at issue actually harmed children in any way. As such, it could not show a clear governmental purpose to satisfy the intermediate scrutiny test. Additionally, the inherent broadness of the policy destroyed the FCC’s ability to successfully argue that it was sufficiently narrowly tailored. With no clear governmental purpose and no narrow tailoring, the networks said, the FCC could not continue to restrict this kind of speech. Since a discussion of speech was not a part of the final Fox II opinion, it is hard to know what the Justices thought of the parties’ views on indecency and freedom of speech.

It is unclear how the Supreme Court would rule if this issue reached it again sometime in the near future. While it declined to strike down Red Lion and Pacifica when given the chance during Fox II, the Roberts
Court has taken strong positions on speech issues.\textsuperscript{114} Recently, it upheld violent video games\textsuperscript{115} and animal crush videos\textsuperscript{116} as protected speech,\textsuperscript{117} both of which seem more extreme than the kind of speech at issue in \textit{Pacifica} or the \textit{Fox} cases.\textsuperscript{118} The Court has devoted valuable space on its docket to indecency twice in the past six years,\textsuperscript{119} so that may be an issue it would hear again should a ripe case present itself. Two justices even seem interested in the prospect of re-evaluating \textit{Pacifica} sometime in the near future.\textsuperscript{120} Until then, indecency will remain a gigantic legal question mark for the FCC, broadcasters, and the television-watching American public.

\section{D. The FCC's Past Regulatory Schemes}

The FCC has been in the process of revising its policies on indecency since the \textit{Fox II} decision came down in 2012. In early 2013, the FCC opened up the process to the public and invited it to submit ideas\textsuperscript{121} on what the new indecency policies should be.\textsuperscript{122} To date, it has received over

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{116} United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460 (2010).
\textsuperscript{117} See Collins, supra note 114, at 424–28, 433–34.
\textsuperscript{118} See id.
\textsuperscript{119} The Court heard \textit{Fox I} in 2009 and \textit{Fox II} in 2012.
\textsuperscript{120} See infra notes 246–48 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{121} As a general matter: [T]he FCC generally cannot adopt or change rules without first describing or publishing the proposed rules and seeking comment on them from the public. We release a document called a Notice of Proposed Rule Making, in which we explain the new rules or rule changes that we are proposing and establish a filing deadline for public comment on them. . . . After we have had a chance to hear from the public and have considered all comments received, we generally have several options. We can: (1) adopt some or all of the proposed rules, (2) adopt a modified version of some or all of the proposed rules, (3) ask for public comment on additional issues relating to the proposals, or (4) end the rulemaking proceeding without adopting any rules at all.
\textsuperscript{122} We now seek comment on whether the full Commission should make changes to its current broadcast indecency policies or maintain them as they are. For example, should the Commission treat isolated expletives in a manner consistent with our decision in \textit{Pacifica Foundation, Inc.} . . . ? Should the Commission instead maintain the approach to isolated expletives set forth in its decision in \textit{Complaints Against Various Broadcast Licensees Regarding Their Airing of the “Golden Globe Awards” Program} . . . ? As another example, should the Commission treat isolated (non-sexual) nudity the same as or differently than
\end{flushleft}
one hundred thousand suggestions and is still open to receive more,\textsuperscript{123} so it seems fairly clear the FCC is currently in the weeds on this issue. It has asked for suggestions on whether the policies of the past should remain intact or whether new, forward-looking policies should replace them.\textsuperscript{124} Before a discussion of potential future indecency policy can be had, it is useful to examine the past policies that the FCC has submitted to the public for feedback.

The mechanism of the FCC’s indecency policy has always been basically the same, but the framework in which the FCC evaluated indecency has evolved over time.\textsuperscript{125} After viewing something on television they thought to be indecent, concerned citizens could file a complaint with the FCC.\textsuperscript{126} The FCC would then examine the claim and, if it found the content was indecent, could sanction the network that broadcast it.\textsuperscript{127} Only broadcast networks could be sanctioned for broadcasting indecent content.\textsuperscript{128} Even after Pacifica, the FCC was initially wary of its enforcement power and only went after broadcasters that used one of the “seven dirty words”\textsuperscript{129} before 10 P.M.\textsuperscript{130} Gradually it expanded its

\textsuperscript{123}. See supra note 122.
\textsuperscript{124}. See supra note 71.
\textsuperscript{125}. See supra note 71.
\textsuperscript{126}. See Appendix I infra for a helpful figure on how the citizen complaint process works.
\textsuperscript{127}. Any person or entity that the FCC determines has willfully or repeatedly violated the indecency, obscenity and/or profanity prohibitions is potentially liable for a forfeiture penalty, which is a monetary sanction paid to the United States Treasury. To impose such a penalty, the FCC must first issue a Notice of Apparent Liability for Forfeiture containing the FCC’s preliminary findings and the amount of the proposed forfeiture. That decision contains the Commission’s findings that, based on a preponderance of the evidence, the person or entity at issue has apparently violated the indecency, obscenity, and/or profanity prohibitions. The person or entity against which the penalty is proposed then may respond, in writing, and explain why no such forfeiture penalty should be imposed. The Commission will then issue a forfeiture order formally imposing the monetary sanction if it finds, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the person or entity has violated the indecency, obscenity or profanity prohibitions.

\textsuperscript{128}. Id.
\textsuperscript{129}. See CARLIN, supra note 1 and accompanying text.
enforcement to repetitive and literal uses of expletives and pushed the “safe harbor” hours back to 12 A.M.\textsuperscript{131} It generally did not fine networks for fleeting or nonliteral uses of expletives during safe harbor hours, but after the many instances of fleeting expletives on television in 2003, public pressure required it to change its policy.\textsuperscript{132} It was then that the FCC began to sanction networks for individual and nonliteral uses of expletives during safe harbor hours.\textsuperscript{133} The networks opposed this change in policy, so many of the sanctions and fines were contested.\textsuperscript{134} After the Supreme Court struck this policy down in Fox II, no sanctions or fines could be levied against the networks without notice;\textsuperscript{135} if the broadcast networks had no constitutional notice under the old policy, they certainly could not be put on notice with no policy in place. Citizens can still complain about indecent content on the broadcast networks, but the broadcast networks have enjoyed relative freedom over indecent content for almost two years.\textsuperscript{136}

III. WHY THESE LAWS NO LONGER WORK

As a result of the case law and regulations detailed in the previous Part, the legal distinctions between regulation of indecent content on broadcast and cable television are confusing to the networks, content creators, and

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{131} Id. at 523–24.
\item \textsuperscript{132} By contrast, 2003 became a watershed year in indecency regulation—beginning the most aggressive indecency enforcement effort in the FCC’s history. During the 2002 Billboard Music Awards program, Cher had responded to receiving an award by saying: “I’ve also had critics for the last 40 years saying that I was on my way out every year. Right. So fuck ‘em.” In the 2003 version of the show, award presenter Nicole Richie, star of the then-airing television series The Simple Life, quipped: “Have you ever tried to get cow [shit] out of a Prada purse? It’s not so [fucking] simple.” These incidents, as well as Janet Jackson’s infamous millisecond “wardrobe reveal” during the 2004 Super Bowl telecast, led to waves of indecency complaints filed by members of the Parents Television Council (PTC) advocacy group. Although the FCC staff had previously indicated that fleeting or isolated expletives would not be deemed to violate the agency’s indecency policy, the Commission reversed course in 2004 and found actionably indecent U2 frontman Bono’s comment during the Golden Globes Awards program that receiving his prize was “really, really fucking brilliant.”
\item \textsuperscript{133} Id. at 525–26 (footnotes omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{134} Id. at 529.
\item \textsuperscript{135} See discussion supra Part II.B.4.
\item \textsuperscript{136} See discussion supra Part II.B.5.
\item \textsuperscript{136} The broadcast networks seem to be relishing their newfound ability to play with the limits of airing indecent content. One such example was in the first episode of Brooklyn Nine-Nine, a show that airs on Fox, in which a character mentioned his old nickname was “Terry Titties.” Brooklyn Nine-Nine: Pilot (Fox television broadcast Sept. 17, 2013). “Titties,” of course, is a derivation of one of the seven words referenced in the Carlin monologue that should never be said on television. See CARLIN, supra note 1 and accompanying text; see also infra note 271.
\end{itemize}
consumers. Most people in the entertainment industry follow a general rule of thumb: obscenity and indecency are prohibited on broadcast networks, while only obscenity is prohibited on cable networks. The decision in *Fox II* striking down the FCC’s regulations on indecency offers a unique opportunity in American lawmaking: a chance to examine whether these laws actually work. It is the opinion of many, including at least one voice within the FCC itself, that the scarcity rationale is deeply outdated. The Supreme Court has struck down other regulations predicated on the scarcity doctrine, so striking down indecency would not be unprecedented. Though *Pacifica*, which attached indecency policy to the scarcity doctrine, remains good law after *Fox II*, there has been speculation that this could be the next indecency law to go. Perhaps it is time to remove indecency policy from this antiquated framework and create laws and regulations that actually work for a twenty-first century television industry and society.

A. The Scarcity Doctrine Is All but Obsolete

The scarcity doctrine has always been a legal fiction. At its inception, it was created as a way to bring the content of television and radio programming under governmental control. It represented, at best, a compromise between broadcasters and the First Amendment. After the prominence of the *Red Lion* and *Pacifica* opinions, scarcity became an inevitability of American media law. But in the years since those landmark decisions, many legal scholars have taken the position that the scarcity rationale should have never existed in the first place. The

137. BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 290–91.
138. See John W. Berresford, Fed. Cmmnc’n’s Cmm’n, The Scarcity Rationale for Regulating Traditional Broadcasting: An Idea Whose Time Has Passed (Media Bureau Staff Research Paper No. 2005-2, 2005), available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-257534A1.pdf. Though Berresford’s paper is a working paper available for access on the FCC’s website, he makes it very clear that it is his opinion alone and may not necessarily reflect the FCC’s feelings towards scarcity. Id. at ii.
139. See Chase, supra note 67; Fairman, supra note 67; Richards & Weinert, supra note 71, Levi, supra note 130; Bloom, infra note 163; see also infra note 241.
140. See BERRESFORD, supra note 138, at 18–28.
142. See supra notes 57–58 and accompanying text.
144. Richards & Weinert, supra note 71, at 651–62.
145. See supra notes 28–31 and accompanying text.
146. GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 58.
148. See infra notes 149–51 and accompanying text.
broadcasting spectrum, even in its analog function, was never a scarce resource that needed to be protected by the government for the benefit of the public\textsuperscript{149} or the market.\textsuperscript{150} Not only was it a mistake in law, it was a mistake in physics.\textsuperscript{151} The scarcity rationale was used to bar access to traditional broadcasting throughout much of the twentieth century,\textsuperscript{152} but the proliferation of cable channels and the Internet—both of which utilize spectrum capacity—have shown that the spectrum has a much higher capacity than Congress and the FCC originally thought.\textsuperscript{153}

If the validity of the scarcity doctrine was questionable prior to the digital transition, that transition has downright destroyed it. In the United

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnotetext[149]{The Court misunderstood spectrum. Rights to use frequencies can be subdivided just as other rights and are no more “physically scarce” than paper, water, or diamonds. There is literally no limit to the number of “broadcast frequencies” given time sharing or frequency-splitting possibilities, e.g., or the creation of joint ownership interests in a license. Rights to use frequencies, which the Court thought could be assigned only by “public interest” judgments, are now routinely assigned via competitive bidding. That the market distributes wireless rights makes the economic organization look like other markets, including the newspaper business. And while the Court held that licensing a medium of expression could lead to an unconstitutional “chilling effect” on speech, a footnote indicated that it had found no evidence that broadcast licensing was having any such impact. In stunning revelations a few years later, however, the very matter decided in} \textit{Red Lion} \textit{was shown to have originated as a strategic campaign to file FCC Fairness Doctrine challenges so as to “harass and intimidate” speakers of a particular viewpoint. \textit{Red Lion} unknowingly facilitated that strategic effort to quash free expression.}

\textit{Thomas W. Hazlett et al., The Overly Active Corpse of \textit{Red Lion}, 9 NW. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 51, 54–55 (2010)} (footnotes omitted).

\footnotetext[150]{That ‘scarcity’ is largely the result of decisions by government, not an unavoidable fact of nature. The government’s decisions about spectrum allocation (especially for traditional broadcasting), channel bandwidth, interference protection, local coverage and other technical matters make licenses fewer than they otherwise would be. A second and perhaps even more fundamental decision by which government makes traditional broadcast licenses scarce is to give them—very valuable things in many cases—away for free. If a valuable thing is given away for free, it should not be surprising that the demand exceeds the supply.}

\textit{BERRESFORD, supra} note 138, at 11–12 (footnotes omitted).

\footnotetext[151]{The Scarcity Rationale appears to assume that there is a physical thing, like land and water, of which there is a scarce amount. What is commonly called “the radio frequency spectrum,” however, has no discrete physical existence. When traditional broadcasting occurs, what happens is a new movement of electrons. The electrons already exist, move, and make up the world around us. . . . Traditional broadcasting can be compared aptly to the creation of a wave in water, which is an activity, a perturbation on the surface of the water, but is not the water itself. . . . Thus, to the extent that The Scarcity Rationale assumes that there is a tangible thing, radio spectrum, of which there is a scarce amount, the Rationale is simply incorrect as a matter of scientific fact.}

\textit{Id.} at 8–9 (emphasis added) (footnotes omitted).

\footnotetext[152]{\textit{Id.} at 3–6.}

\footnotetext[153]{\textit{Id.} at 12–18.}
\end{footnotesize}
States, television networks are now required to broadcast their signals in a digital format, rather than in analog. The transition started in 1996 and was fully completed by 2009. The digital spectrum, in addition to providing a better television viewing experience, greatly widens television spectrum capacity and allows for far more channels than analog. The move to digital television opened enough of the analog spectrum back up that parts of it were auctioned off to private telecommunications and wireless companies or reserved for public safety communications. If the analog spectrum is so available that the government can sell parts of it off, it is fairly obvious that it is no longer a scarce resource that must be protected.

In addition to changing the supposed scarcity of the broadcasting spectrum, the transition to digital television has huge implications for media law. Any legal differences between broadcast and cable originate with the distinction drawn in Playboy that these two different types of channels were broadcast on two different types of radio frequencies. UHF cable frequencies were not scarce, so they escaped much of the regulations that were put on VHF broadcast frequencies. After the digital transition, all of these waves are digital—there is no longer a physical difference between the ways cable and broadcast networks send out their programming to American homes. If the distinction between these two types of waves no longer exists, it makes no rational sense to continue to uphold a legal doctrine that preserves it.

155. Id.
156. GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 10.
158. Digital Television, supra note 154.
159. See discussion supra Part II.B.3.
160. See supra note 31 and accompanying text; discussion supra Part II.B.3. Cable channels may have escaped the types of content regulations that plagued broadcast channels, but it also means that they lost out on the benefits that the scarcity trade-off afforded broadcast networks. See supra notes 27–28 and accompanying text. Cable channels do not automatically come into the home of every American with a television; they have to rely on subscribers’ fees to support their businesses. For a full discussion of the various business models of television networks, see infra notes 265–69 and accompanying text.
161. See BERRESFORD, supra note 138, at 18.
B. Because the Regulatory Scheme for Indecent Content Is Predicated on the Scarcity Doctrine, It Is Also Obsolete

Early on in the digital transition it looked as though scarcity may survive to shape media law in the twenty-first century. But in the years that have followed, it has become increasingly clear that the scarcity doctrine will soon be as extinct as television sets with actual antennae. Removing the scarcity doctrine from media law has enormous implications for American indecency policy and whether indecency can still be regulated without it. The main reason for tying indecency to scarcity in Pacifica was because of broadcast television and radio’s position as both a scarce resource and a uniquely pervasive medium. Scarcity had allowed only a select few networks access to the broadcast spectrum in the first place, and because those few networks were ubiquitous, the FCC had a responsibility to make sure their content was palatable for the American public.

Today, broadcast television’s position as a uniquely pervasive and scarce resource is simply no longer tenable. Just under seventy percent of American homes with a television have a cable package of some kind. Cable television has become just as pervasive and accessible as broadcast for a vast majority of Americans, which is a stark change from the era in which Pacifica was decided. Most Americans are now making

162. See Soriano, supra note 157, at 343.
164. BERRESFORD, supra note 138, at 28–29.
165. See discussion supra Part II.B.2.
166. See generally Bloom, supra note 163; BERRESFORD, supra note 138; Hazlett et al., supra note 149.
167. BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 12.
168. The increasing availability of cable (and the potential pervasiveness of satellite and internet radio) leads to another reason why the “public broadcasts/private subscriptions” distinction based on consumer choice is becoming less relevant. In terms of cable, many people would argue that it is more difficult to receive only the main broadcast networks than it is to subscribe to basic cable. Few stores still sell television antennas. Setting up and maintaining an antenna is more difficult than having the local cable service handle all maintenance and repairs. Also, in today’s America, cable television is so important to modern culture that money seldom stands in the way of even the poorest Americans making cable a priority. One need only walk by an unemployment or welfare line and ask how many people have cable TV to understand its importance. A recent report found that 62% of households below the poverty line have cable or satellite TV. Choice is quickly being eliminated from the debate; cable television is becoming a socio-cultural necessity for American households.
169. Bloom, supra note 163, at 119 (footnotes omitted).
an active choice to pay for and invite cable into their homes, thus opening themselves up to channels that are known to have content that is more risqué than the broadcast networks. In addition, the Internet has changed many things in today’s society, including disrupting television’s role in the home. Last year marked the first time in history that more cable company customers purchased Internet services than television services, so it is fair to say that the Internet is surpassing television in pervasiveness. This gap will only continue to widen as over-the-top (OTT) services grow more popular and more customers become cord-cutters. The American media landscape has outgrown the limited

170. Id. at 121–25; BERRESFORD, supra note 138, at 28–29.

Despite the recent growth of OTT, some Internet-only media companies are still seeking the validation of traditional television. In 2014, the FCC announced proposed rules to allow online-only OTTs to have equal access to broadcast and cable television stations. To maintain the underlying philosophy of OTT—that customers can choose the television stations for which they wish to pay—these channels can be purchased individually and are categorized as multichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs). Edward Wyatt, F.C.C. Proposal Would Allow À La Carte Internet Video Services, N.Y. TIMES BITS BLOG (Oct. 29, 2014, 12:06 AM), http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/10/29/f-c-c-proposal-would-allow-a-la-carte-internet-video-services/. With the ability for television channels to become OTTs online and online-only OTTs to become MVPDs on television, it is even more crucial for the FCC to develop indecency regulations that take a more holistic look at the television landscape and that do not single out broadcast television networks. Drawing distinctions between broadcast and cable television will grow even more complicated as this kind of cross-platform programming becomes the norm.

regulatory framework that has been built for it; it has become larger and more varied than the Pacifica Court could have ever imagined.

At the moment, the Supreme Court says that Pacifica is still good law. Broadcast television is still regulated for indecent content while its equally pervasive counterparts on cable and on the Internet go unregulated. However, this may not always be the case. If and when scarcity is removed from American media law, the government will have to look for another rationale upon which it can base its indecency regulations. The U.K. government’s regulation of indecent content on television has never been associated with spectrum scarcity, so it provides an interesting model for the United States for a post-scarcity regulatory scheme.

IV. THE U.K. MODEL

A. Development of the U.K. Television Industry and Regulatory Model

When the United Kingdom set up its television industry, it did so with different philosophies and intentions than its American counterpart. The core difference between the two systems was that the U.K. government had no reason to tie regulation to the broadcasting spectrum because all early U.K. television channels were publicly owned. The U.K. government was distrustful of private operation of the media, so it set up the television arm of the British Broadcasting Corporation (“BBC”) as a public entity. The BBC was and still is a public corporation; its license fee is collected from the public coffers. As such, the symbiosis of the television and the advertising industry was never a part of the early British television industry. The public trustee model arose in the United States as a left-handed way to bring private companies under the regulatory eye of the federal government, but in the U.K., the publicly owned television channels were already under the control of the government. As such, the government could place any rules or regulations about content on the BBC and other publicly owned television channels as it saw fit.

174. See supra note 143 and accompanying text.
175. See supra note 97 and accompanying text.
176. See supra note 170.
177. See infra note 178 and accompanying text.
178. GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 147.
179. Id. at 149.
180. Id. at 150.
181. Id. at 147.
182. See supra note 31 and accompanying text.
Cable television eventually came to the United Kingdom after Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher deregulated the media industry and opened up the possibility of privately owned media companies for the first time.\(^{183}\) However, unlike the bifurcated regulatory scheme that grew out of the broadcast-cable divide in the United States, the United Kingdom kept its television industry highly centralized.\(^{184}\) Even after deregulation, there were far fewer moving parts than in the United States,\(^{185}\) and the U.K. government could still place regulations on privately owned cable channels.\(^{186}\) Content regulations in the United Kingdom have never been tied to access to the broadcasting system, so content rules on U.K. television are platform neutral\(^{187}\) and apply to all channels, regardless of public or private ownership.\(^{188}\) The highly centralized nature of its television industry and its government in general has allowed the United Kingdom to create a flexible and modern scheme to regulate the use of indecent content on television.

**B. The 2003 Communications Act**

The U.K.’s 2003 Communications Act (“the Act”) is an expansive law that governs the entire U.K. media.\(^{189}\) When Parliament was drafting the Act, it intended to create a forward-thinking piece of legislation that could bring U.K. media into the twenty-first century.\(^{190}\) It included sections on

\(^{183}\) GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 153.

\(^{184}\) Id. at 154.

\(^{185}\) The U.K. government, even after Thatcher, had little interest in promoting television competition at the local level, so the affiliate system never existed in that country the way it did in the United States. Id. at 151.

\(^{186}\) The U.K. government was far more explicit about the public duties of privately owned television networks than the United States ever was. Id. There was no need to create the intermediate legal device of the public trustee model that connected private companies to their public obligations. Id. Because the U.K., as a society, is far more accepting of governmental regulations, the privately owned media companies have never really protested the government’s ability to regulate the type of content they put on television. Id. Of course, it also helps that the British government is far less puritanical about what types of indecent content it allows on television than the American government. See infra note 270.

\(^{187}\) GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 235.

\(^{188}\) Cable channels in the United Kingdom are only allowed to be privately owned, but because content regulations have never been tied to spectrum access, can still be regulated by the government. Id. at 153.


\(^{190}\) The draft Bill aimed to provide a modern framework for the regulation, content as well as economic, of the broadcasting and telecommunications sectors. From the outset, the draft
media ownership, the future of the BBC and other public broadcasting channels, independent radio and television stations, and the maintenance of the broadcasting spectrum.\textsuperscript{191} The new Office of Communications ("Ofcom"), which was also created in the Act, was tasked with enforcing this new law. Ofcom is the result of a consolidation of five governmental agencies that previously oversaw various facets of the media.\textsuperscript{192} The consolidation of these offices into Ofcom created a powerful watchdog that has been given expansive power over the media by Parliament. The drafters of the Act hoped that by creating a more cohesive and centralized regulation scheme for broadcast media, broadcasters would be allowed to self-regulate as much as possible.\textsuperscript{193}

In the sections of the Act that deal with the regulation of indecent content on radio and television,\textsuperscript{194} Parliament tasked Ofcom with the responsibility of maintaining a code of minimum content standards that all broadcasters must follow.\textsuperscript{195} Parliament offered some guidelines for these content standards in section 319 of the Act,\textsuperscript{196} but for the most part,
Parliament has left Ofcom free to come up with its own code. The Act also sets up the bare bones of Ofcom’s enforcement powers for violations of the content code. Broadcasters are bound to Ofcom’s content code under section 325, which makes following the content code a condition of Ofcom granting the broadcaster its license. In addition, section 328 binds broadcasters to Ofcom’s administrative remedies. Though the Act does not elaborate much on these administrative remedies, it does mention Ofcom’s duty to hear complaints from public citizens about programs they feel are harmful or offensive. If Ofcom finds a violation, broadcasters are required by law to comply with any fines levied against them. If they do not follow Ofcom’s direction, they risk losing their broadcasting licenses. By providing only a skeletal structure for Ofcom’s duties to regulate content, this portion of the Act provides Ofcom with substantial freedom to create its own content code for television and radio.

C. The Broadcasting Code

The most recent iteration of Ofcom’s Broadcasting Code (“the Code”) was published in March 2013 and covers a broad range of content on television and radio. The two sections most relevant to the discussion of indecent content are those on “Protecting the Under-Eighteens” (“Section

(e) that the proper degree of responsibility is exercised with respect to the content of programmes which are religious programmes;
(f) that generally accepted standards are applied to the contents of television and radio services so as to provide adequate protection for members of the public from the inclusion in such services of offensive and harmful material . . . .

Communications Act, § 319(2).

197. Id. § 325(4).
198. Id. § 328.
199. This framework of complaints directly to the government entity charged with regulating broadcasting is a carry-over from the regulation scheme that was in place prior to the Act. At the time the Act was passed, Parliament was considering changing this procedure. One proposal was to have citizens complain directly to the broadcaster first and then, once they had exhausted their efforts, they could start the complaint process with Ofcom. However, Parliament decided to keep the direct complaint system in place because “it is important that people should also feel able to complain to the regulator, especially about breaches of standards which appear serious and which might be detrimental to the public at large. It is equally important that the regulator is able to deal with the complaint promptly.” DANBY, supra note 190, at 24–25.
200. See Communications Act, § 319(2).
201. Id.
1”)

203 and “Harm and Offence” (“Section 2”).

204 Ofcom also publishes and regularly updates “Guidance” on each section of the Code, which provides broadcasters and the public with insights into Ofcom’s intent in writing the Code.

205 Because Ofcom is charged by law to protect children under eighteen from indecent programming on television, it is not surprising that Ofcom reiterates this imperative in the very first section of the Code. The main regulatory scheme it put in place is called the “watershed”—an important line of demarcation in the British television schedule.

206 The watershed is no longer a new concept, and most parents see it as an important way to protect their children from harmful or offensive programming.

207 The watershed is the period between 5:30 A.M. and 9 P.M., during which broadcasters are required to take extra care because there is a higher likelihood that children could be watching or listening. After 9 P.M., the rules about content are progressively eased as it gets later in/throughout the evening. Section 1 also lays out the types of harmful and offensive

content from which those under eighteen must be protected during the watershed. 213 Unsurprisingly, the section contains provisions on drugs, smoking, solvents, and alcohol; 214 violent and dangerous behavior; 215 offensive language; 216 sexual material; 217 and nudity. 218 This


214. The use of illegal drugs, the abuse of drugs, smoking, solvent abuse and the misuse of alcohol: must not be featured in programmes made primarily for children unless there is strong editorial justification; must generally be avoided and in any case must not be condoned, encouraged or glamorised in other programmes broadcast before the watershed (in the case of television), or when children are particularly likely to be listening (in the case of radio), unless there is editorial justification; must not be condoned, encouraged or glamorised in other programmes likely to be widely seen or heard by under-eighteens unless there is editorial justification.

Id. § 1.10.

215. The Code dictates that:

[v]iolence, its after-effects and descriptions of violence, whether verbal or physical, must be appropriately limited in programmes broadcast before the watershed” and that both violence and dangerous behavior “that is easily imitable by children in a manner that is harmful or dangerous: must not be featured in programmes made primarily for children unless there is strong editorial justification; [and] must not be broadcast before the watershed . . . unless there is editorial justification.

Id. §§ 1.11–1.13.

216. The most offensive language must not be broadcast before the watershed . . . . Offensive language must not be used in programmes made for younger children except in the most exceptional circumstances . . . . Offensive language must not be broadcast before the watershed . . . unless it is justified by the context. In any event, frequent use of such language must be avoided before the watershed.

Id. §§ 1.14–1.16.

The Code Guidance on these offensive language provisions points broadcasters to a 1998 study done by the Broadcasting Standards Commission—Ofcom’s predecessor, which oversaw these types of content issues on television—to shed some light on what “the most offensive” language is considered to be. PROTECTING THE UNDER 18S, supra note 209, at 5. The study contains a ranking of some colorful words from most to least offensive. The top three were unsurprising—a vast majority of people found cunt (81%), motherfucker (82%) and fuck (75%) to be “very severe.” However, after that there was a large drop-off in percentages of the population who found other words to be “very severe.” Wanker (41%) was the next highest, and others included twat (34%), arsehole (26%), shit (18%), and tits (11%). ANDREA MILLWOOD HARGRAVE, BROAD. STANDARDS COMM’N, BAD LANGUAGE—WHAT ARE THE LIMITS 44–45 (1998), available at http://www.ofcom.org.uk/static/archive/bsc/pdfs/research/Bad_lang.pdf.

217. “Material equivalent to the British Board of Film Classification (“BBFC”) R18-rating must not be broadcast at any time.” Ofcom Broadcasting Code § 1.17. “Broadcasters must ensure that material broadcast after the watershed which contains images and/or language of a strong or explicit sexual nature, but is not ‘adult sex material’ as defined in Rule 1.18 above, is justified by the context.”

Id. § 1.19.

Representations of sexual intercourse must not occur before the watershed (in the case of television) or when children are particularly likely to be listening (in the case of radio), unless there is a serious educational purpose. Any discussion on, or portrayal of, sexual behaviour must be editorially justified if included before the watershed, or when children are particularly likely to be listening, and must be appropriately limited.

Id. § 1.20.
section of the Code serves to put broadcasters on notice about the types of content that they may and may not include in their programming.

Section 2 sets out the context in which broadcasters and the general public should think about television content. The Code mandates that content must be within “generally accepted standards,” which “must be applied to the contents of television and radio services so as to provide adequate protection for members of the public from the inclusion in such services of harmful and/or offensive material.”

The context of the indecent content must be considered in connection with these generally accepted standards. If the indecent content is justified by the context of the program in which it was included, it is not considered a violation of the Code. The expansive definition of context in the Code gives Ofcom a broad picture in which to consider potentially indecent content. As such, it gives broadcasters extensive creative freedom when they are producing and creating content, in addition to a substantial defense to cover them if their content comes under question.

218. “Nudity before the watershed must be justified by the context.” Id. §1.21.
219. Id. §2.1.
220. In applying generally accepted standards broadcasters must ensure that material which may cause offence is justified by the context . . . . Such material may include, but is not limited to, offensive language, violence, sex, sexual violence, humiliation, distress, violation of human dignity, discriminatory treatment or language (for example on the grounds of age, disability, gender, race, religion, beliefs and sexual orientation). Appropriate information should also be broadcast where it would assist in avoiding or minimising offence.

221. According to the Code, context includes (but is not limited to): the editorial content of the programme, programmes or series; the service on which the material is broadcast; the time of broadcast; what other programmes are scheduled before and after the programme or programmes concerned; the degree of harm or offence likely to be caused by the inclusion of any particular sort of material in programmes generally or programmes of a particular description; the likely size and composition of the potential audience and likely expectation of the audience; the extent to which the nature of the content can be brought to the attention of the potential audience for example by giving information; and the effect of the material on viewers or listeners who may come across it unawares.

222. However, Ofcom puts a lot of the onus on broadcasters to be aware of their programming and audience, and the fact that none of it takes place in a vacuum. In the Code Guidance for Section 2, Ofcom notes, broadcasters should know their audiences. The use of language (including offensive language) is constantly developing. Whether language is offensive depends on a number of factors. Language is more likely to be offensive, if it is contrary to audience expectations. Sensitivities can vary according to generation and communities/cultures. Offensive material (including offensive language) must be justified by the context (as outlined under Rule 2.3 in
definition of context also provides meaning to many of the provisions in Section 1. While Section 1 can sometimes seem restrictive because of the regulations it places on certain types of content, once the context of those types of content is considered per Section 2, a lot of possibilities open up for broadcasters.

D. The Complaint Process

The complaint process for British citizens to call Ofcom to investigate potentially indecent content on television is very streamlined. Up to twenty days after viewing questionable content on television, citizens can write a report and submit it to the Ofcom website or at the Ofcom office. This is where the citizen’s inquiry ends—a U.K. citizen’s only responsibility in the complaint process is to raise the issue in a timely manner, and Ofcom takes care of the rest. Ofcom will then examine the complaints to see if the content in question raises an issue under the Broadcasting Code. If there is no substantive issue raised under the Code, the inquiry ends. But if there is something that requires further examination, Ofcom will request a copy of the program from the network that aired it. Ofcom will then investigate whether the content in the program is indecent as defined by the guidelines in the Code. If Ofcom finds that the content was indecent, the broadcaster that aired the programming can be fined or sanctioned. The Broadcasting Code). Broadcasters should be aware that there are areas of offensive language and material which are particularly sensitive.


224. Id. at 5.

225. The report must contain certain types of information for claims to be processed correctly by Ofcom. Among them, the complaining citizen must list:

the name/title of the programme complained about; the date and time of the programme; the channel on which it was broadcast; the nature of the complaint and (where possible) the particular parts of the programme complained about; the complainant’s full contact details (including e-mail address where appropriate); and whether (and, if so, when) the complainant has submitted a complaint to the relevant broadcaster.

Id. at 4.

226. See id.

227. Id. at 5–6.

228. Id. at 6.

229. Id.

230. Id.

231. Id. at 9.
comply with Ofcom’s direction, it can have additional fines or sanctions levied against it, including losing its broadcasting license.232

V. WILL THE U.K.’S LAWS WORK HERE?

In comparison to the United States’ bifurcated system of regulation, the scheme set up by the U.K.’s Communications Act and Broadcasting Code to regulate indecent content on television is cohesive, coherent, and consistent. After examining the U.K.’s system, it becomes clear that the United States model needs a complete overhaul to take it into the new millennium. The Fox II opinion put the FCC in a unique position to reevaluate the way it regulates indecent content on television.233 Though the FCC tends to operate through “institutionalized inertia,”234 meaning that it only makes policy changes when absolutely necessary, it is clear that the current situation is reaching its critical mass. The television industry has changed drastically over the past fifteen years, yet the laws have not. The vast majority of American homes have a cable subscription.235 Cable providers can even block their subscribers’ access to one of the traditional broadcast networks during a negotiation dispute between the cable provider and the network—no longer is access to broadcast networks guaranteed by simply plugging a television set into the wall.236 More and more of the most prestigious programming is moving to cable, and the broadcast networks are trying desperately to compete.237 And for the first time, consumers can turn to online sources like Netflix and Amazon Prime for quality television programming that is not even on television to begin with.238 The FCC is now in the unique position to get out in front of these changes and create new content regulations to bring the legal side of television in line with the innovative changes that are happening on the creative side.

Though over two years have passed since the Fox II decision was handed down,239 the FCC has not yet chosen a plan of action. One source

232. Id.; see also discussion supra notes 197–98 and accompanying text.
233. See discussion supra Part II.B.5.
234. GALPERIN, supra note 21, at 238.
235. BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 12.
237. See generally SEPINWALL, supra note 2.
of influence it should look to is the United Kingdom. Despite legal, governmental, and cultural differences between the two countries, there is a lot the United States could learn from the United Kingdom in setting up laws that would carry its regulation of the television industry into the twenty-first century. The FCC should abandon the obsolete scarcity doctrine and strive to create a legal system that regulates all television channels equally. In addition, it should create broader content laws that focus on context rather than fixating on specific words or images regardless of how they are used. Both types of changes would create a more focused legal scheme and would hopefully avoid the vagueness that got the FCC’s policies stricken down in the first place.

A. Say Goodbye to Scarcity

Ideally the FCC would seek to regulate indecent content on both broadcast and cable networks the exact same way, something unlikely to happen without eliminating the scarcity doctrine. As of Fox II, the scarcity rationale is still good law in the United States. The Court declined to reexamine the precedent set by Pacifica, which explicitly tied content laws to the scarcity doctrine, in favor of overruling the FCC’s indecency rules for vagueness. However, if the issue comes before the Court again, there are at least two Justices who would be in favor of reexamining whether the scarcity doctrine should continue to control television content laws.

240. Though “some aspects of media law are specifically local and tied deeply to their context,” Monroe Price notes that comparing different media law systems from different countries can be a very valuable endeavor. Monroe E. Price, The Market for Loyalties and the Uses of Comparative Media Law, 5 CARDOZO J. INT’L & COMP. L. 445, 462 (1997). “Foreign models can, of course, provide standards which are, though non-binding, influential assessments of what responsible officials elsewhere, presented with similar problems, have done.” Id. at 461.

241. As the FCC has left a gaping hole in its regulatory policy, several other authors have written recently with their ideas on how to solve this problem; none look to the United Kingdom for guidance or inspiration. See Chase, supra note 67; Fairman, supra note 67; Levi, supra note 130; Jon Mills, Case Note, Constitutional Law—Due Process Clause—The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment Requires Fair Notice of What Violates Federal Agency’s Indecency Standards, Fed. Commc’ns Comm’n v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 132 S. Ct. 2307 (2012), 43 CUMB. L. REV. 573 (2013); Alison Nemeth, The FCC’s Broadcast Indecency Policy on “Fleeting Expletives” After the Supreme Court’s Latest Decision in F.C.C. v. Fox Television Stations: Sustainable or Also “Fleeting?”, 21 COMM.LAW CONSPECTUS 394 (2013); Richards & Weinert, supra note 71.

242. See supra note 143 and accompanying text.

243. See discussion supra Part II.B.2.

244. See discussion supra Part II.B.5.

245. See infra notes 246–48 and accompanying text.
As of Fox II, a majority of the Court still believed that the government should have some hand in regulating television content, but it is unsure of what that role should be. Justice Ginsburg concurred with the majority in Fox II, but wrote separately to voice her concerns that the Pacifica precedent was ripe for a second look because of changes in the legal and television landscapes. Though brief, her concurrence expressed a possibility for governmental regulation of television content that is divorced from the Pacifica model. Should another case on this issue come before the Court in a future Term, Justice Ginsburg and Justice Thomas—who expressed concerns about the continued feasibility of Pacifica in his concurrence in Fox I—could be important voices for overruling these precedents. If the Supreme Court decided to overrule Red Lion and Pacifica and vanquish the scarcity doctrine once and for all, it would be an enormous opportunity for Congress and the FCC to create a new scheme for regulating indecent content on television.

Despite the Court’s adherence to the scarcity doctrine, Fox II’s contention that television content still should be subject to some sort of regulation is a good one. The United States and United Kingdom have both premised their systems of regulation on the idea that children must be protected from the indecent content that can come into a home via the television. As television content continues to push the envelope, this goal remains vital. A modernized scheme of regulating indecent content on American television should look like the one that the United Kingdom

247. Id.
249. Of course, Congress also has the power to repeal the underlying statutes that create the differences in regulation for broadcast and cable networks. If Congress repealed both 18 U.S.C. § 1464, which governs content on the broadcast networks, and 18 U.S.C. § 1468, which governs cable, and created a new law that regulated both types of networks the same, it would have the same net effect as the Supreme Court overruling the precedents of Red Lion and Pacifica. Congress has been historically unproductive in 2013 and 2014, and it seems likely this trend will continue. Jonathan Weisman, Underachieving Congress Appears In No Hurry To Change Things Now, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 2, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/03/us/politics/least-productive-congress-on-record-appears-in-no-hurry-to-produce.html; Drew Desilver, Congress Still on Track To Be Among Least Productive in History, PEW RESEARCH CENTER (Sept. 23, 2014), http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/09/23/congress-still-on-track-to-be-among-least-productive-in-recent-history/; Cristina Marcos & Ramsey Cox, Historically Unproductive Congress Ends, THE HILL (Dec. 16, 2014, 11:25 PM), http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/senate/227365-historically-unproductive-congress-ends. As the Court has taken both iterations of the Fox case in the past six years, the Court will likely take up this issue again in the future if there is a ripe case.
250. See discussion supra Part II.B.2; discussion supra note 152 and accompanying text.
has in place, which regulates all television networks equally.\textsuperscript{251} Practically, it would mean that all complaints about indecent content on television would be evaluated using the same framework, and broadcast and cable networks would no longer be treated differently because of the type of frequency they once used.\textsuperscript{252} The United Kingdom uses a multi-factor analysis to determine whether content is indeed indecent and deserving of a penalty.\textsuperscript{253} This model would also be viable model in the United States because it is very flexible and, as a result, allows context to come into the decision-making process in a way it never has before. Part of the Supreme Court’s problem with the FCC’s previous policy in the Fox cases is that it said that context should be considered in determining whether something was indecent, but never actively defined what context was.\textsuperscript{254} The United Kingdom definition of context puts broadcasters, regulators, and consumers on notice about the type of content they should be expecting.\textsuperscript{255} Creating a broader framework in which potentially indecent content is considered and adding a well-defined context analysis would erase some of the vagueness or capriciousness of the FCC’s policy that the Court so sharply opposed in the Fox cases.

Structurally, the complaint process is similar in both countries and should stay the same in the United States under a new system. Citizens should report questionable television content through a formal process. Then, the FCC should be responsible for investigating whether the content was truly indecent and sanctionable under the law. Just like the U.K. model, the FCC’s examination of whether the content is indecent should take many factors into consideration.\textsuperscript{256} The overarching theme should be the context in which the content was used,\textsuperscript{257} which is something that is entirely absent from the FCC policy that was struck down in the Fox cases. In addition, time of day,\textsuperscript{258} intended audience,\textsuperscript{259} and actual

\begin{itemize}
\item[251.] See discussion supra notes 187–88, 208 and accompanying text.
\item[252.] To clarify, only basic cable networks will be brought underneath the umbrella of FCC regulation in this proposed scheme. Premium pay cable services like HBO, Starz, Cinemax, and Showtime should be exempt from these regulations, just like they are in the U.K., provided there is an option for parents to block their children’s access to the channel. This is the standard used in the U.K., and it is yet another piece of their model that would make sense in the United States. See discussion supra note 137 and accompanying text.
\item[253.] See discussion supra Part IV.C.
\item[254.] See discussion supra Part II.B.5.
\item[255.] See discussion supra note 219 and accompanying text.
\item[256.] See discussion supra Part IV.B–D.
\item[257.] See supra notes 219–22 and accompanying text.
\item[258.] Like in the U.K. laws, programs that are broadcast during the day when children are more likely to be watching should be fined if they contain indecent content. In the U.K., the watershed ends at 9 P.M., but in the United States, the safe harbor hours end at 11 P.M. See discussion supra notes
\end{itemize}
audience\textsuperscript{260} should be taken into consideration. There should also be rules written on subject areas like language, sex, violence, and drug use, which all tend to be magnets for indecent material.\textsuperscript{261} After weighing all of these factors, if the FCC believed that the programming and content were still too indecent for television, it could then issue fines.\textsuperscript{262} One piece of the old American regulatory scheme that should be kept is that the recipient of a fine would be allowed to appeal the administrative decision of the FCC in federal court.\textsuperscript{263} Using this general framework, the FCC should have a much broader scope in which to consider indecent content on television and would, hopefully, survive judicial scrutiny in a future iteration of Fox or a related case.

Undoubtedly, the cable networks will have strong objections to this plan, seeing as they are not currently subject to any sort of regulations for indecent content.\textsuperscript{264} The way to address this problem is to add a factor in the FCC’s analysis that considers the type of network that featured the content. Along with other factors like time of day and context in which the

\textsuperscript{260} Intended audience would look at the network’s intended target demographic for the program. Obviously the intended audiences for programs on Nickelodeon versus programs on Comedy Central or FX would be important to consider when determining whether the content is indecent.

\textsuperscript{261} Ratings data from the Nielsen Company are often very detailed about the demographics of television viewers. See Television Measurement, NIELSEN, http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/nielsen-solutions/nielsen-measurement/nielsen-tv-measurement.html (last visited Apr. 10, 2015). If the FCC looks at the ratings and realizes an indecent program has been shown to an audience that is mostly children, it would be a factor that weighs heavily in favor of sanctioning the network. In contrast, if the FCC looks at the ratings and finds that the program has been shown only to adults over the age of eighteen, that is a factor that would weigh heavily against sanctioning the network.

\textsuperscript{262} On the whole, cultural standards on these controversial subject areas between the United States and the United Kingdom can be very different. The FCC should conduct surveys of American attitudes on these topics and consult with various media organizations in order to write effective rules that govern these types of content. An entirely separate paper with an administrative law focus could be written on how the FCC should write these rules. This Note’s key suggestion to the FCC during the rulemaking process would be to look to the U.K. rules for a model of a well-written, reasoned, and measured consideration of how a governmental body should evaluate these types of indecent content. See discussion supra notes 214–19 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{263} The U.K. scheme for fines is far less punitive than the scheme the United States currently has in place. Right now, the FCC will fine a network for every local affiliate that aired the offending programming, which means that a hypothetical $250,000 fine can become astronomical when multiplied by the hundreds of local network affiliates. See supra note 23 for a discussion of the local affiliate system. These enormous fines are likely what makes the networks so litigious. If the United States adopted a flat fine model—fining a network once, not once for each affiliate—it could potentially reduce the time that the networks and the FCC spend in court fighting about these issues.

\textsuperscript{264} There is no appeals process for fines in the U.K., but doing away with that process in the United States would sharply contravene the entire American administrative law system. See discussion supra Part II.B.3.
content was shown, the type of network would be considered by the FCC in determining whether content is indecent. Though an argument can be made that making type of network a factor in the analysis would preserve the very bifurcated system of analysis a new regulatory scheme would seek to eliminate, adding this factor would only seek to take the current television landscape, and what the American people think about it, into consideration.

At this point in time, the American people have grown to expect two different types of programming on broadcast and cable. If a complaint is filed against a program on a cable network, the FCC should be able to consider that network’s status as a cable network in deciding whether to fine it. Over time, as the American people begin to think about broadcast and cable as two sides of the same coin rather than two entirely different coins, the need to take the network’s status as broadcast or cable into consideration will diminish. Type of network should not be the determinative factor in the FCC’s analysis, but the factor should carry enough weight in order to satisfy the cable networks and not disturb the status quo of the industry too much. The important characteristic of this new model would be that all networks would be evaluated under the same general framework, rather than two entirely different frameworks for two different types of frequencies. Even if different factors were weighed for broadcast versus cable programming, the mere fact that all complaints about indecent content would be evaluated within the same framework would be a huge step in the right direction for the FCC and the American government.

B. The More Things Change, the More They Stay the Same

Even under this new system of regulation that eliminates the distinction between broadcast and cable networks and allows for more flexibility in deciding which content is indecent, it is unlikely that the television landscape will devolve into pornography in primetime. The main external control on the type of content television networks will put on the air is, as always, the market. In addition to having different frequencies, the different types of television channels have different ways of making their money. Broadcast networks rely entirely on advertising revenues, premium cable channels rely almost entirely on subscriber fees, and basic cable channels rely on a mix of both.265 As a result, the degree to which a

265. BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 73–77.
network relies on advertising revenues generally correlates with the degree to which it will put indecent content on the air.\(^2\) Television networks, especially broadcast and basic cable, have a long history of self-regulation and compliance departments, often called standards and practices, that often enforce stricter standards than what is legally required.\(^3\) This is done mostly to appease advertisers; the relationship between television networks and their advertisers is entirely symbiotic and always has been.\(^4\) A television network will not put a program on the air if it believes the content will upset its advertisers or lose them money.\(^5\) As such, even if the regulations on indecent content were broadened, it is unlikely that CBS would start airing Game of Thrones-esque programming at 8 P.M., or that Malcolm Tucker’s foul mouth\(^6\) would find its way onto NBC.\(^7\) Changing the content regulations simply means that networks will

\(^{266}\) Id.

\(^{267}\) Id. at 295–96.


\(^{270}\) I don’t mean to complain about censorship at all though, because as you probably have seen by now, you can basically say whatever you want on television. It’s ridiculous. You can say anything you want. And if you don’t believe me, you should watch a little program called Law & Order: Special Victims Unit. Yeah—a show that I love. Because on that show, you can say the grossest things you’ve ever heard in your life. No, you can’t say, like, the f-word. You can’t say that on Special Victims Unit. But people walk around on SVU going like: “Looks like the victim had anal contusions.” “Yo, looks like we found semen and fecal matter in the victim’s ear canal.” Those are two real things that I heard on Law & Order: SVU at 3 in the afternoon, both spoken by Ice-T. John Mulaney: NEW IN TOWN (Comedy Central Records 2012), Law & Order: Special Victims Unit airs at 9 P.M. on NBC, which is during the safe harbor hours. Law & Order SVU, NBC.COM, http://www.nbc.com/law-order-special-victims-unit (last visited Apr. 10, 2015).
be evaluated on the same playing field when they use the same indecent words and images, rather than two separate fields.

Children will also be a large reason why the current television landscape is unlikely to change. Children’s television has become big business in the years since Pacifica was handed down; the growth of the cable industry allowed for the possibility of channels that were devoted entirely to content for children.272 The Nickelodeons and Disney Channels of the industry give children a safe space on television and give parents peace of mind that their children will only be exposed to content that is age-appropriate.273 Despite the ever-expanding number of options of children’s programming on television,274 children do still watch broadcast and basic cable channels with content that may be too indecent for them to view. Public pressure in the late 1990s and early 2000s gave way to the rating system and the creation of the V-Chip.275 The V-Chip comes standard in all television models and allows parents to block out certain programs whose ratings are greater than what they want their children to be exposed to.276 The same public pressure that gave rise to these innovations for controlling children’s access to television content would likely continue to keep indecent content off channels that many children are watching. If parents feel they are unable to continue watching certain networks with their children, both during and after official safe harbor hours, the network’s ratings will drop as a result—something to which the network will respond quickly. The opinions of the American people about the content of television programming, and the access that children have to it, will not fall on deaf ears. As a result, the networks will likely keep the content of their programming similar to what is currently on television, even under a different regulatory regime.


272. BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 250–57.
273. Id.
275. BLUMENTHAL & GOODENOUGH, supra note 6, at 296–97.
276. Id.
VI. CONCLUSION

The way in which the United States government regulates indecent content on television has reached a critical mass. The 2012 Fox II decision has given the FCC the opportunity to completely overhaul the way in which the government regulates content on television, but so far no new regulatory scheme has been issued. Perhaps it is because the FCC is trying a “wait-and-see” approach and allowing the dust to settle in a rapidly changing television industry, or perhaps it is because the agency is entirely overwhelmed with the endless possibilities for a new regulatory scheme. One guiding light for FCC policy makers should be the U.K. model, which allows for context, flexibility, and a broader consideration of indecent content. All of the television networks in this country could be evaluated under the same regulatory framework, rather than the outdated and broken bifurcated model that is still the norm. With the changes suggested in this Note, the FCC could create a modern and adaptive model of regulation that could guide the American television industry—and the legal arm that oversees it—into the twenty-first century and beyond.
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APPENDIX I—THE FCC COMPLAINT PROCESS